An IDC Business Value Snapshot, sponsored by Oracle

Oracle ADW Is Helping Organizations
Optimize Their Analytics Operations which
Contributes to Better Business Results
Oracle customers are realizing significant value by leveraging Autonomous Data Warehouse
to help their IT and Analytics teams be more productive and responsive to business needs.
This is worth an annual average of $2.04 million, which would result in a five-year ROI of 417%.
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CUSTOMER QUOTE

We are a production company. We cannot run the business without IT. Technology like ADW enables
business users to do a lot without the IT department. We are always occupied with other work,
and they no longer have to wait for us.

Analytics Agility Impact

Cost and Staff Efficiencies
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more efficient database administrators
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45%

reduction in IT infrastructure costs

CUSTOMER QUOTE

It is the very easy maintenance. You do not really need to think of maintenance, no patching or
upgrading. Done in 10 minutes instead of several, like 6 to 8, hours…. ADW also has ease of
use because it is always available. There’s also a lot less time managing. We don’t have to worry
about not getting business for doing this and that. It just runs.

Business and Operations Benefits
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more productive data
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